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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 454, Sunday June 14, 2015
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Council of Worlds vs Space Shuttles
The Zetas announced that the Council of Worlds had gone to war with the cover-up crowd when the October 20, 2014 date
for Obama’s announcement was missed, as detailed in this Pole Shift ning blog.
ZetaTalk Announcement 11/1/2014: The Council of Worlds considers this to be war against the selfish elements among
the elite who are using their knowledge about the pending passage to retain their privileged positions while preventing the
common man from coming to terms with what is in their near future. These elite should expect more than exploding
launches, in their future.
The war was announced with a bang on October 27 and again on October 31, 2014 when two launches unexpectedly
exploded. Recently, two launches from Russia to send aloft satellites failed dramatically. None of this was due to technical
flaws or lack of expertise. The war continues, obviously. Where are the players, and what are they doing now? Virgin
Galactic started flights into space in 2012, as detailed in Issue 371 of this newsletter. Escape into space to avoid having to
ride out the Pole Shift on Earth was the plan, per the Zetas.
ZetaTalk Expose 4/21/2012: Branson’s Virgin Galactic has put into place an escape into space, but as the reality of the
debris in the tail of Planet X has emerged in the form of fireballs and large debris fear has gripped the tender bellies of the
wealthy elite. But one thing is clear. The wealthy elite are in the know about the inbound Planet X threat, and you, the
common man, are being denied this information.
During the dramatic setbacks that followed, with the Council of Worlds delivering an unmistakable message, Virgin
Galactic was forced to step back and re-evaluate. On October 31, 2014 SpaceShipTwo exploded over the Mojave desert, as
reported in Issue 423 of this newsletter.

ZetaTalk Insight 11/1/2014: What caused this dramatic explosion? Both Orbital Sciences and Space X have conducted
successful launches, and the Antares rocket being used is not new. The mission seemed ordinary, a resupply operation.
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This latest launch disaster is a clear and pointed message to the elite to cease their attempt to prevent the common man
from knowing what the elite know – that Nibiru has arrived and another passage is pending. The Council of Worlds
considers this to be war against the selfish elements among the elite who are using their knowledge about the pending
passage to retain their privileged positions while preventing the common man from coming to terms with what is in their
near future. These elite should expect more than exploding launches, in their future.
Where are Sir Richard Branson’s plans at present? He announced boldly on May 4, 2015 that he was not giving up, but we
are still waiting for his next try. Perhaps he is waiting for Obama’s announcement, hoping to be in compliance with the
Council of World’s demands.

How Richard Branson Almost Scrapped Virgin Galactic, and Why He Didn't
January 4, 2015
http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/virgin-voyage/how-richard-branson-almost-scrapped
In a New Year's blog posting, Virgin Galactic founder Richard Branson says October's fatal breakup of the
SpaceShipTwo rocket plane led him to question whether he should continue with his multimillion-dollar space travel
venture.
Mojave Update: SpaceShipTwo Construction
May 4, 2015
http://www.virgingalactic.com/latest-news/
This weekend marked the six month anniversary of the tragic loss of Michael Alsbury during the VSS Enterprise‘s
55th test flight. Over those six months, we’ve made steady progress towards advancing the dream of opening the
space frontier, an extremely difficult but also extremely worthwhile endeavor.
Elon Musk’s plans to escape to Mars have likewise suffered failures, notably the October 27, 2014 explosion at the launch
site, covered in Issue 423 of this newsletter. Per the Zetas, the Council of Worlds was giving a message that the elite
cannot escape to Mars, but must remain on Earth with the common man during the hour of the Pole Shift.
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ZetaTalk Checklist 8/30/2014: The elite are intent on an escape to Mars but have repeatedly been told via ZetaTalk, as
they were most recently in 2013 re a SpaceX endeavor, that this goes against an existing Council of Worlds edict. That
their 2014 launch of a Falcon 9 Reusable rocket failed to launch should thus be no surprise. The elite must remain with
the common man they so despise during the coming Pole Shift.
Space X has had limited success since that dramatic explosion, but look at where the line is drawn. When Space X is resupplying the ISS, or bringing the goods home to Earth, it is in compliance with the Council of Worlds expectations. It is
Elon Musk’s attempts to perfect an ocean landing platform that seems to continuously run amuck. When it is a clean
mission to the ISS, the launch is perfect. When attempting to land this equipment on an ocean platform so it can be reused,
it is a disaster. Clearly the Council of Worlds does not want to facilitate Elon Musk’s evacuation to Mars. No reuse of your
rockets, Elon.

Back Home on Earth: SpaceX Craft Returns from Space Station
May 21, 2015
https://news.yahoo.com/next-stop-earth-spacex-cargo-capsule-departs-space
A SpaceX Dragon capsule is back on Earth with a full load of cargo, after a quick trip home from the International
Space Station.
Awesome New SpaceX Video Shows Rocket Landing Try and Crash
April 15, 2015
http://www.space.com/29119-spacex-reusable-rocket-landing-crash
A new video shows the first stage of SpaceX's Falcon 9 rocket crashing and burning after nearly pulling off an
unprecedented touchdown on an unmanned "drone ship" in the Atlantic Ocean. The booster stage attempted the
landing after successfully launching SpaceX's robotic Dragon capsule toward the International Space Station on a
cargo mission for NASA.
ZetaTalk Explanation 12/13/2014: On December 2 Orion escaped the explosion that occurred during the Orbital
Sciences launch on October 28, and in analyzing the cargo and intent, it is clear that the Orbital Sciences mission was
cluttered with multiple agendas. Publicly, it was to resupply the ISS, which had until the present been allowed by the
Council. It was clear that trying to hide the mission agenda from the Council behind a humanitarian front would not work.
Do they think the Council merely reads the news? Space X is trying to reduce the mission to a resupply of the ISS and the
testing a new landing method.
The Council of Worlds has also been at war with commercial (corporate) enterprises to launch spy satellites from Russia.
These have regularly, and repeatedly, been blown up as a message, in fact, on an annual basis! Due to two back-to-back
failures recently, these efforts are now halted. Per the Zetas, the Council of Worlds has not been amused. In 2012 and
again in 2014 image captures of the launch failures (below) documented the presence of UFOs in the vicinity. Can the
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message not be clearer?
2012

2014

Russia Loses ANOTHER Rocket: Agency Grounds Flights 'Indefinitely'
May 18, 2015
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3086226/Russia-loses-rocket
A Russian rocket has malfunctioned and burned up over Siberia, just weeks after another of the agency's rockets
failed on its way to the ISS. The Proton-M rocket had been carrying a Mexican satellite, but failed just 497 seconds
after launch, causing both the rocket and satellite to be lost. All flights of Proton rockets are now grounded
indefinitely, which is said to be leaving satellite manufacturers with upcoming launches planned nervous. The
failure comes just a few weeks after a Progress M-27M cargo ship malfunctioned on its way to the ISS on 28 April
on a Soyuz rocket.
ZetaTalk Insight 5/23/2015: Back to back failures of Russian launches have, at least temporarily, closed down launches
hosted in Russia or using this Russian technology. On April 28 a cargo ship to resupply the ISS failed, and on May 15 a
launch of a satellite designed to provide Internet service to Siberia failed. These launches have been challenging the
Council of Worlds repeatedly. In 2011 the issue was challenging the quarantine between the Annunaki and mankind. In
2012, 2013, 2014 and again in 2015 it was to spy on migrations or on the location of survivor camps in Siberia. In 2012
and 2014 photos of the shootdown of the launches showed the UFO responsible for the disaster, but still Russia persists.
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Why?
There are former members of MJ12 in the US, guided by Service-to-Self aliens, who also defy the Council of Worlds.
These elite are persistently trying to establish camps on Mars, where they have been told they can ride out the Pole Shift
on Earth and return as kings afterwards. This is not Obama’s agenda, nor are the Russian attempts Putin’s agenda. These
are corporate, not state efforts. Seductive promises by Service-to-Self aliens play to the desire of souls on Earth to have
control over others for their benefit. Among the Service-to-Self, this is a driving motive. When charming victims, in order
to manipulate them, does not work, the Service-to-Self will turn to brutality. For the Russian launches, those trying to run
Siberia in the Aftertime like a slave camp under their control have not given up because it is not their money being wasted,
and because they are arrogant and think if they just change their approach in some way, they will be able to trick the
Council of Worlds. The Council is not amused.

Texas Ranch Sale
In April, 2015 the Kidman & Co ranch, the world’s largest cattle station, was put on the market. The spread just happens
to be spread across the portion of Australia that ZetaTalk predicts will go under the waves during the Pole Shift. Now a
large ranch in Texas, the largest in the US, is on the block, once again just ahead of Obama’s announcement admitting the
pending passage of Nibiru. Coincidence?

America's Biggest Ranch, which is Larger than New York City, goes on Sale for $725Million in Texas
May 19, 2015
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3087774/America-s-biggest-ranch
The Waggoner Ranch is the largest contiguous ranch in the United States spanning six counties in Northern Texas.
Listing marks end of decades-long court battle among heirs of cattle baron W.T. Waggoner who founded it in 1923.
This is a legacy property having never been on the market before and been in the same family for the past 160 years
since the 1800s. A lawsuit seeking the liquidation of the family estate spurred a 12-year family feud. When a district
judge ruled in favor of liquidation in 2003 one of the estate's primary stakeholders appealed. The family agreed to
list the estate after the court said it was considering ordering an auction of the assets.
Where this at first glance would seem to be on the high plains, bear in mind that the Zetas have predicted that the sloshing
Gulf will go up and over the Balcones Escarpment which is 875 feet above sea level. Then there is flooding from the
Mississippi, which will flood due to the drenching rains and the backwash from the sloshing Gulf. Rivers will thus have
the entire Mississippi Valley flooded except for the Ozarks. During the Pole Shift, the Waggoner Ranch is likely to be
scoured. And even after the Pole Shift, the Waggoner Ranch will either be under water or have its toes in the water. Selling
the Waggoner may have been under discussion for a decade, but something suddenly made the family decide it was time to
get out.
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ZetaTalk Prediction 2001: Texas will be devastated by waters sloshing in from the Gulf during the pole shift as well as the
rising waters that occur within in the first two years after the pole shift. Being flat land, and low, the Gulf will roll over
Texas without opposition, at a height of several feet. This water must go someplace, and will take the path of least
resistance. If the water is flowing most rapidly as it moves over the flat land, then water that would normally move toward
mountains or natural barriers will be diverted to a faster moving flow area - the Texas plains. Thus Texas, due to its flat
terrain, will get more water overall than neighboring areas. Even the high plains will have several feet of water moving
across it, where the coastal areas will have tidal waves hundreds of feet high. With few tall trees and faced with the after
effects of hurricane force winds and earthquakes that will flatten all but new steel skyscrapers, desperate survivors will
have few places to go to escape the moving sheet of water, which will drag whatever it engulfs back out into the Gulf on its
return.
ZetaTalk Prediction 2001: Dallas, Forth Worth, Austin and San Antonio are all along the edge of the Balcones
Escarpment edge where they will not have the height to avoid the pole shift sloshing, which for Texas will be as high as
875 feet.
ZetaTalk Prediction 2001: Land caught between the influx from the Gulf and outflow of swollen rivers is in a pinch. It is
not so much the relative elevation of land, during the shift, as the amount of water to be drained from swollen rivers, and
the back-wash that these rivers will experience from sloshing in seas or inlets. The water simply had nowhere to go! It is
thus that Missouri will be under water, from the overflowing Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, in backwash from the Gulf.
If the water cannot drain, it will move about inland. We would advise those wanting to survive with certainly, to move into
the mountains or foothills of the Rockies. Oklahoma will find those awash from Texas on their shores, as they will be a
shore from the sloshing of the Gulf.

Trumpets Trumpeted
Why have several news outlets suddenly decided to feature the trumpeting sounds that have been prevalent around the
world since 2008? The UK’s Daily Mail featured it on May 17, then the UK’s Mirror featured it on May 19 along with
Scott.net which also featured it on May 19. And finally, InfoWars featured the issue on May 22, 2015. Did they all get the
same memo? Perhaps the memo said that the announcement will be made soon, admitting the pending passage of Nibiru,
and the public should be encouraged to take this news seriously. After all, how could it be a hoax if the world has heard
these sounds for the past decade, ever since Nibiru arrived in 2003!
A UFO or Sounds from God - just what is that Evil-Sounding Trumpet Noise coming from the Sky?
May 19, 2015
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weird-news/ufo-sounds-god
An ominous noise coming from the sky has alarmed people around the world - and experts have no idea what might
be causing it. Footage has flooded YouTube from locations as varied as British Columbia in Canada, Allen in Texas
and Queensland in Australia. And even the experts can't tell if it's aliens, God, the Earth or something else unknown.
What IS this Strange Sound from the Sky? Noise Heard across the Globe for nearly a DECADE - but Nobody has an
Explanation
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May 17, 2015
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/travel_news/article-3084260/What-strange-sound-sky
Sounding like a trumpet or a collective from a brass section of an orchestra, a selection of videos shot from the
Canada to Ukraine, via the U.S., Germany and Belarus show strange goings on above us. The first video posted on
YouTube recording the unusual, unearthly sounds, was in 2008 when a user recorded the strange sounds in the sky
from Homel, in Belarus. Another recording of the sound was captured in Kiev, Ukraine in August 2011. Aaron
Traylor captured a recording in Montana in the U.S. on February 18, 2012. British Columbia in Canada first
captured the alien sound in June 2013.
What's Causing those Weird Trumpet Noises in the Sky?
May 19, 2015
http://www.sott.net/article/296659-Whats-causing-those-weird-trumpet-noises-in-the-sky
The latest video of the mystery comes from Germany and was posted to YouTube last month. In it, the puzzled
photographer sticks a camera out the window as a woman asks in German, "What is that?" In the background is
heard a metallic-type groaning sound coming from the sky.
What Is Causing The Strange Trumpet Sounds In The Sky All Over The World?
May 22, 2015
http://www.infowars.com/what-is-causing-the-strange-trumpet-sounds-in-the-sky-all-over-the-world/
All over the globe, people are recording extremely loud sounds coming from the sky.
Of course there is an explanation, which the Zetas promptly gave. In Issue 255 of this newsletter in August, 2011 for the
trumpets of Kiev. In Issue 257 of this newsletter in September, 2011 for the Tampa Bay Howl and the Belarus Horns. In
Issue 277 of this newsletter in January, 2012 for the Costa Rico Drums. In Issue 380 of this newsletter in January, 2014 for
the Bratislava Bellow and the Saskatoon Squawk.
ZetaTalk Explanation 8/20/2011: Where trumpets will be heard, worldwide, prior to the pole shift, the Kiev trumpets are
not due to upper atmosphere clapping caused by lightning. They are caused by the stretch zone above the Black Sea, which
will be pulling apart continuously until the hour of the pole shift. Thus, the people of Kiev should become accustomed to
the music their dam is producing, as it is likely to be with them for the duration.
ZetaTalk Explanation 8/20/2011: As we explained for the Kiev trumpets, when an enclosed body of water rests on
vibrating ground, music can be produced. But the variety of sounds that vibrating ground can produce in a stretch zone is
not always musical. The fact that the ground is vibrating is reported by witnesses, who state they can feel the vibration in
the ground. Yet the official explanation, at a loss to explain the current Earth changes, involves the atmosphere. Somehow,
it is the wind. In Kiev the reservoir dam amplified the vibrations, so the reservoir was singing. But where a broad expanse
of ground is vibrating, such as the Florida recordings indicate, so many tones are produced that the result is a howl.

Nibiru Visibility
A recent twitter war on the visibility of Nibiru appeared when several debunkers issued replies to Nancy’s tweets saying it
was not visible. Coordinated campaigns can be recognized when several different sources rise up to make the same
statement, simultaneously, on the same day, as though they all got the same memo. I, Nancy, responded by providing a
dozen examples. Go look. They include visibility of the corpus with double helix in 2003 when the complex arrived in the
inner solar system, and visibility of the corpus with double helix in 2015, at present.
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